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MEMORANDUM

To: GSU Professional Staff
From: Mimi Kaplan
Date: May 10, 1976
Subject: GSU Bibliography

Governors State University: A Selected Bibliography has been compiled in response to a charge from R & I to develop a bibliography of references to GSU. Anyone knowing of further references in books, journals, reports or media is requested to send the citations for inclusion in the next revision to Mimi Kaplan, Reference Department, LRC.

Special thanks to Adlean Harris and Kiyoko Mori of the Reference Department for their help in compiling this bibliography.
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY: A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

This is a selective bibliography of references to GSU located in books, journals, reports and other communication forms published between 1968 and March 1976. This bibliography will be revised regularly by the LRC Reference Department at Governors State University.

PRINT


Describes the college, its organization and function.


The first of 2 articles on GSU, dealing with organization and structure of science programs in the new senior institution.


The second of 2 articles on GSU dealing with the science instructional program.

Bailey, Robert L. A Report of the Sub-Committee to Survey the Acceptance of Non-Traditional Grading Patterns by Government, Industry, and/or Graduate Institutions. Athens, O.: American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officer; and Park Forest South, Ill.: Governors State University, 1972. 55 p. ED 062 916*

Five papers on non-traditional grading systems.

Braybrook, Susan. The Open University. Park Forest South, Ill.: Governors State University, 1973. 59 p. ED 076 088

Describes GSU's concept of the open university.


GSU's innovative approach to the communication of instructional and administrative information.

*Denotes ERIC microfiche number.

GSU mentioned throughout the article.


Although not mentioned by name in the article, institution referred to by the author is Governors State University.

Courses of Study in Teacher Education. Park Forest South, Ill.: Governors State University, 1971. 37 p.

"Four separate reports on different aspects of the teacher education program at Governors State University..."


Describes the module in great detail.


Discusses GSU, including such topics as community resources, SIMS, lecture series, life experiences and co-operative education.


Describes the components of an assessment model applicable to such nontraditional institutions of higher learning such as GSU.


An example of miscue analysis in a modularized program found at GSU. "Miscue analysis provides the basis of the language-reading component in GSU's competency-based teacher education program."


GSU described as a new-curriculum university which has "begun to implement programs that provide multiple alternatives to learning--as opposed to linear programs."
Gebhardt, Susan H. "A New Model for Nursing Education," Nursing Outlook XXI (April, 1973), 252-255.

"Based in an upper-division, new university, this nursing program, geared primarily to meet the educational needs of associate degree and diploma graduates, is truly open, flexible and innovative."


Gives background and explanatory information about a new approach to higher education. GSU is one of universities emphasized.


GSU's innovative teaching which benefits teachers as well as students.

Governors State University Urban Teacher Education Program. Park Forest South, Ill.: Governors State University, 1972. 67 p. ED 076 517

Description of the competency-based program oriented towards preparing teachers for urban schools.


PhD dissertation describing the objectives of each of the 4 colleges at GSU.

Illinois. Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities. Proceedings. Springfield: July 1, 1968-

Minutes of the regularly scheduled meetings of the Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities of which GSU is a member.


GSU included in information in "ten broad areas varying from enrollments to institutional facilities data."


Description of GSU's anticipated opening and its program.

Report of recommendations for a new upper division school which was to become Governors State University.


Describes how GSU is utilizing the department's various institutions as classrooms--"an external education program which is preparing employees and future staff members for new careers in correction."


Author's classes in music notation at GSU are mentioned on p. xii.


GSU included in table showing the graduate enrollment of American Indians, blacks, Orientals and Spanish surnamed students.


Results of first opinion survey of 1185 individuals in government, education, business, industry and the arts, both local and national level indicated the need of a modified Delphi Survey approach in setting up operational objectives of GSU.


GSU described as one of three institutions experimenting with competency-based approach to education.

Page 36 mentions GSU's grant to create a competency-based liberal arts program.


Deals with potential of community-oriented colleges and universities to experiment in a living-learning environment. GSU is mentioned as one such university.


A module on intercultural communication described in terms of performance objectives.

"SCIM Project Aims at Selective Dissemination," College & University Business LVI (April, 1974), 46.

Announcement of GSU participating in SCIM (Selected Categories in Microfiche) pilot program of the National Technical Information Service, which disseminates the microfiche documents according to interest profiles in its collection.


Describes why simulation/gaming mesh well with Illinois mandate to Governors State University to be community oriented.


The Environment Management Program is discussed on p. 6 and 7 of the report.


GSU included in the table of state tax funds for higher education.


GSU mentioned as among institutions with nontraditional programs.

Mentions GSU as one of the participants in the Change in Liberal Education Project.


GSU listed in table showing undergraduate enrollment of American Indians, Blacks, Orientals and Spanish surnamed persons.


GSU hopes to create a "university without walls" by utilizing communication technology to facilitate use of outposts.


Describes the competency-based instruction at GSU, its application, its problems, etc.


Describes how the instructional communication center supports instructional materials based on competencies.

**NON-PRINT**

*Choices* (Motion Picture). Westport, Conn.: Educational Systems and Design, 1972? 25 min. 16mm.

"Examines the experiential learning programs of five universities and colleges, including that of Governors State University."

*Governors State University: A Case Study* (Motion Picture). Westport, Conn.: Educational Systems and Design, 1972? 25 min. 16mm.

"Examines Governors State University's role as an innovative institution of higher education and its goals."


"Urban planning and community involvement as undertaken by Governors State University..."